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A stepped-wedge cluster randomised controlled trial for evaluating rates of falls among inpatients in aged care rehabilitation units receiving tailored multimedia education in addition to usual care: a trial protocol

Anne-Marie Hill,1 Nicholas Waldron,2,3 Christopher Etherton-Beer,4,5 Steven M McPhail,6,7 Katharine Ingram,8 Leon Flicker,4,5 Terry P Haines9,10

ABSTRACT

Introduction: Falls are the most frequent adverse event reported in hospitals. Approximately 30% of in-hospital falls lead to an injury and up to 2% result in a fracture. A large randomised trial found that a trained health professional providing individualised falls prevention education to older inpatients reduced falls in a cognitively intact subgroup. This study aims to investigate whether this efficacious intervention can reduce falls and be clinically useful and cost-effective when delivered in the real-life clinical environment.

Methods: A stepped-wedge cluster randomised trial will be used across eight subacute units (clusters) which will be randomised to one of four dates to start the intervention. Usual care on these units includes patient’s screening, assessment and implementation of individualised falls prevention strategies, ongoing staff training and environmental strategies. Patients with better levels of cognition (Mini-Mental State Examination >23/30) will receive the individualised education from a trained health professional in addition to usual care while patient’s feedback received during education sessions will be provided to unit staff. Unit staff will receive training to assist in intervention delivery and to enhance uptake of strategies by patients. Falls data will be collected by two methods: case note audit by research assistants and the hospital falls reporting system. Cluster-level data including patient’s admissions, length of stay and diagnosis will be collected from hospital systems. Data will be analysed allowing for correlation of outcomes (clustering) within units. An economic analysis will be undertaken which includes an incremental cost-effectiveness analysis.

Ethics and dissemination: The study was approved by The University of Notre Dame Australia Human Research Ethics Committee and local hospital ethics committees.

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ This trial will evaluate whether a patient falls prevention education programme which showed efficacy in a randomised controlled trial can be clinically and economically effective when used in the real-world clinical environment.
▪ The stepped-wedge cluster design, which uses a large population of subacute care units, will provide robust evidence about the effectiveness of the intervention.
▪ The inclusion of an economic evaluation from the perspective of the health service provider will inform future implementation of this intervention.
▪ Hospital data coding of patient demographic and diagnostic information are collected within the central system and cannot feasibly be verified by the researchers.
▪ Research physiotherapists are limited in providing the projected number of hours per week required to deliver the education, consistent with hospital-based employment and therefore not all eligible patients are guaranteed to receive the intervention.
▪ Unanticipated systematic changes at sites may affect participation in the intervention or contaminate the trial results.

Results: The results will be disseminated through local site networks, and future funding and delivery of falls prevention programmes within WA Health will be informed. Results will also be disseminated through peer-reviewed publications and medical conferences. Trial registration: The study is registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials registry (ACTRN12612000877886).
BACKGROUND

Falls are the most common adverse event reported in hospitals, being between 20% and 30% of all incident reports.\(^1\) Falls have potentially negative consequences for older inpatients. Approximately 30% of in-hospital falls result in physical injury,\(^3\) while fractures are a consequence in approximately 2%.\(^1\)\(^6\) Composite falls rates reported across all hospital wards include areas such as surgical wards, where the incidence of falls is much lower than that on medical or rehabilitation wards.\(^4\)\(^7\) Subacute wards that admit older patients incur much higher rates of falls and higher proportions of patients falling, with rates as high as 20 falls/1000 patient-days.\(^4\)\(^8\)\(^9\)

Patients who fall while in hospital increase health system costs.\(^10\)\(^11\) Some Australian data suggest that overall, hospital fallers stay approximately twice as long and have double the costs of non-fallers,\(^11\) while other Australian data indicate that the cost per fall is approximately equivalent between cognitively intact and cognitively impaired patients and that falling in hospital appears to affect length of stay (LOS) and subsequent costs arising on subacute wards more than acute wards.\(^12\)

Four randomised trials that have investigated multifactorial falls prevention interventions in hospital\(^13\)\(^–\)\(^15\) have been combined in a recent meta-analysis, which found that although falls can be reduced with targeted multifactorial interventions in patients who have longer LOS, the amount and intensity of each component required is unknown.\(^16\) Few studies have investigated the individual components that have been used in multifactorial interventions. A large cluster randomised controlled trial (RCT) tested an intervention designed to increase bed alarm use in hospitals, which increased alarm use, but had no statistically or clinically significant effect on fall-related events.\(^17\) Similarly, a large cluster trial which evaluated the use low-low beds in hospitals as a falls reduction strategy found that there was no significant difference in the rate of falls between intervention and control group wards, after the introduction of the low-low beds.\(^18\) A recent RCT which evaluated a falls prevention programme in hospitals observed that patients considered to be at high risk of falling who were provided with nurse-led education (as part of a targeted multiple intervention strategy) in addition to usual care had a lower falls rate (0.4%) in comparison with patients who were provided with usual care (1.5%).\(^19\) However, the low falls rates reported in that trial (for both control and intervention groups) and use of a multiple intervention strategy limit the ability to extrapolate the findings from that investigation to individualised patient education as a single intervention for the prevention of falls among inpatients in aged care rehabilitation units.

Recently, investigators from the present study published data from an RCT that is the largest trial to date of a single intervention (individualised patient education) designed to prevent falls in hospital.\(^20\) The intervention provided in the RCT demonstrated that an individualised patient education intervention provided by a trained health professional (known as the Safe Recovery programme), in addition to usual care, is effective for prevention of falls among older inpatients with intact cognition (adjusted HR 0.43 (95% CI 0.24 to 0.78)) but not for those with cognitive impairment.\(^20\)

This trial enrolled individual patients who were randomised to intervention or control groups within the same ward. Thus, the intervention was not implemented as a ward-wide programme. Ward staff were not made aware of who was participating in the trial, were not involved in provision of the intervention and did not receive feedback gathered by the researchers who provided the Safe Recovery programme, which could have been used to improve usual care practice. A survey among hospital ward staff caring for trial participants indicated that staff could not identify who was in the intervention or control group beyond random chance.\(^20\) Although this reduced the risk of bias associated with this trial, it also reduced the ability to generalise trial results to real-life delivery of the intervention. Delivering this patient education in real-life clinical environments could reduce the effectiveness of the intervention as there may be a greater clinical heterogeneity of patients and less receptive patients receiving the intervention in real life than were recruited into the trial. Also, there may be a lower intervention fidelity, as the original efficacy trial had the intervention being provided by study investigators and research staff under their direct supervision. In real life, the study investigators would not be able to provide the intervention or supervise its provision directly. However, provision as a part of real-life clinical care could plausibly provide additional benefit as: (1) the educator who provides the Safe Recovery programme can liaise directly with unit staff as a part of the care team and engage in two-way dialogue about individual patients; (2) unit staff can help re-enforce messages provided during the education sessions (where appropriate) to individual patients; (3) information gathered from patients during the process of providing the Safe Recovery programme to improve broader quality improvement activities on the unit may enhance the usual care provided to all patients. It is unknown whether provision of this patient education intervention in a real-life clinical context will enhance or diminish the reduction in falls observed compared to the original efficacy RCT.

Study aims

This study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of falls prevention patient education, in real-life clinical environments, on rates of falls across participating subacute units. In addition, the study aims to evaluate the economic efficiency (incremental cost-effectiveness) of providing individualised patient education in this clinical context.

METHODS

Design

A stepped-wedge cluster design will be used (figure 1), with the duration of the trial being 50 weeks. The
stepped-wedge cluster randomised trial is a form of cross-over design with unidirectional cross-over (from control to experimental) but with randomisation of when each cluster undertakes this transition.\textsuperscript{21, 22} In the stepped-wedge design, there is a staggered roll-out of the intervention, where the time and hence the sequence of units (clusters) that will start the intervention at each period is determined by random allocation. The randomisation occurs before the start of the trial. All clusters start the trial in a control phase with no intervention being delivered at any site, then sequentially cross over from the control group to the intervention group, until all sites are receiving the intervention (figure 1).\textsuperscript{21, 22} Outcomes are measured on the study participants in all clusters at every time period, hence measurement of outcomes takes place at each step in the wedge; each cluster provides data points in the control and intervention conditions allowing each site to act as its own control.

**Participants and setting**

Eligible units are those who provide geriatric subacute care (rehabilitation or geriatric evaluation and management (GEM) units). The units all operate within the Western Australian Department of Health (WA Health). There are eight units (total 251 beds at the start of trial expanding to 267 beds at trial end). The units vary in size consisting of 14, 17, 20, 20, 24 (expanding to 40 beds mid trial), 30, 36 and 90 beds. Patients are admitted to the units for evaluation and rehabilitation, with referrals predominantly from acute hospital wards and other hospitals and some referrals from the community or local emergency departments. The most frequent reason for admission is for functional decline due to conditions including falls, fractures, medical illness (including stroke, cardiac and pulmonary conditions) as well as following surgery (orthopaedic, general or neurosurgical). Other admissions aim to optimise care for patients with complex conditions such as Parkinson’s disease and other neurological conditions. All patients admitted to these units with a rehabilitation episode of care will be prospectively screened on admission and where inclusion criteria are met will be given the education. The patient-level criteria for receiving the intervention are that the patient must be over 60 years old, cognitively intact as defined by Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)\textsuperscript{23} of greater than 23/30 or an Abbreviated Mental Test Score (AMTS)\textsuperscript{24} of greater than 7/10 and final confirmation by the treating clinical team that the patient is considered to be cognitively intact and likely to benefit from the intervention. Patients who speak English as a second language are able to receive the education and are invited to use an interpreter or family member to assist them to communicate. The patient’s projected admission must be at least 3 days on the unit to receive the education; in the subacute units, the mean LOS across all sites is approximately 20 days so we envisage that nearly all cognitively intact patients will be eligible for inclusion in the trial. In the GEM units where LOS is between approximately 2 and 10 days across all GEM sites with a mean LOS of approximately 9 days, education will be provided to patients whose LOS is projected to be at least 3 days.

Patients will be excluded from receiving the education intervention if they receive a diagnosis of delirium. Recovery will need to be specifically documented by the registrar and the medical team will communicate with the research physiotherapist before the intervention is started (or continued). The Safe Recovery programme is not provided to patients with moderate or severe cognitive impairment (MMSE of less than 24/30 or AMTS of less than 8/10). Patients who are permanently unable to mobilise and remain bedbound or are receiving palliative care will not receive the education.

**Randomisation and blinding**

Randomisation of the eight sites will be conducted 8 weeks prior to the start of study using a computer-generated number sequence, by an investigator not involved in assessment or delivery of the intervention.
The Safe Recovery programme. Hospital data on LOS and falls events are collected routinely by hospital administrative staff who are not aware of which units are participating in this trial or which individual patients may have received education.

**Intervention**

Once a unit crosses over into the intervention phase, the research physiotherapist starts delivery of the patient education on the unit. All research physiotherapists have current experience in working with older people. The Safe Recovery programme that is provided as part of the intervention is identical to that which proved effective when tested in the earlier RCT. The programme provides tailored information for patients delivered using pedagogically sound adult education methods and was developed through earlier trials, including being tested in a pilot work prior to the previous large efficacy RCT. The programme is provided individually to each patient with between three and five occasions of service. The programme consists of two components: a multimedia education package (which consists of a digital video disc and a written workbook) and a series of individual follow-up sessions from the research physiotherapist. Simple key messages are theoretically grounded in the Health Belief Model. For example, the programme includes discussion of "3 simple steps for stopping falls: 1. Know if you need help to get up and walk around. 2. Ask for help. 3. Wait for help."

Alerts participants that they personally are at risk of falls during admission, gives them knowledge about the nature of falls (how and where falls usually occur in hospital), knowledge about the benefits of engaging in falls prevention activities, explains cues to action (when to actually engage in the falls prevention action) and facilitates self-efficacy to take action (such as asking staff for help).

The video materials are viewed individually by each patient using portable digital video playing equipment and external head phones and each patient is issued with a workbook. After the education is provided using the multimedia, patients receive between two and four individual follow-up sessions from the research physiotherapist. The physiotherapist has discretion over the duration of each session. The median (IQR) for all sessions is 25 (20–36) minutes. Each session follows a format of discussion that facilitates the patients to gain knowledge and set personal goals to engage in safe behaviours. Patients are assisted to write their goals in their workbook and goals are reviewed as the patient’s mobility changes.

In this cluster trial, the Safe Recovery programme is delivered through the unit itself. The intervention extends the Safe Recovery programme to include staff and unit procedures, which allows the programme to be delivered as part of the ongoing clinical care on the ward. In the earlier efficacy RCT, staff were blinded to patient participation in the trial. No feedback to staff was provided by the educators and no feedback regarding unit environment was provided to unit managers. Qualitative research by the investigators indicated that older patients may engage in risk-taking that increases their risk of falls. Key factors that were found to influence risk-taking behaviour included willingness to ask for help, communication failure between and within older adults, informal care givers and health professionals and delayed provision of help. Importantly, health professionals and caregivers were identified as playing a central role in mitigating unnecessary risk-taking, though some older adults appear more likely to take risks than others by virtue of their attitudes.

Inclusion of the unit staff is facilitated in three key areas: (1) training programme for intervention delivery; (2) feedback from educator regarding patient’s goals to staff on ward; and (3) information to unit about Safe Recovery programme. A formal online training programme has been developed and is provided to all educators (the research physiotherapists) over 6 h. This training has been developed from further work by the research team and is delivered using adult education principles. The training facilitates the educators to understand the mechanism of hospital falls, conduct a falls threat appraisal with older patients and facilitate the patients to develop suitable strategies to reduce their falls risk. The unit allied health therapists receive the same online training programme which allows them to provide support for the educator on the unit regarding...
education of other staff about the Safe Recovery programme, follow-up with patients and assist patients to engage in their chosen strategies. The educators provide the patient’s multidisciplinary team with feedback about the patient’s goals after the patient has received the education, and assist patients to communicate with unit staff regarding their goals. A sticker is placed above the bedside which alerts the staff to identify which patients have received the programme. The goals which are written in the patient’s workbook and kept by the bedside can be discussed with the patient by other members of staff who can assist the patient to engage in their chosen safety strategies. Finally, the educator provides information about the Safe Recovery programme to unit staff as a series of short presentations, and ongoing feedback to unit managers, alerting the unit to patients’ general concerns regarding their ability to enact falls prevention strategies on the unit and patients’ feedback regarding the unit environment.

Programme fidelity
Prior to the start of intervention at a site, the educator and unit-allied health therapists complete the online training programme. Unit staff, including the multidisciplinary team, receive an orientation and information session about the intervention. Patient’s unit lists are checked by the educator and the unit-allied health therapist at the beginning of each session to ensure that all patients have been screened for inclusion in delivery of the education. Episodes of staff education and training are repeated for new staff on the unit.

Outcome measures
Primary outcome measures
The primary outcome measure will be patient falls during hospitalisation on a unit involved in the trial. Falls are defined as ‘an event which results in a person coming to rest inadvertently on the ground or floor or other lower level’. In-hospital falls data will be collected using two approaches: (1) data extracted from the paper-based hospital incident report system and (2) searching of patient’s case notes on a rotating audit basis. Previous work conducted by the investigators and others has demonstrated that multiple approaches to falls data collection are required to gather valid data in the hospital setting. Falls data from patient’s case notes will be collected by the research assistant. Falls will be classified as injurious if they result in bruising, laceration, dislocation, fracture, loss of consciousness or if the patient report persistent pain which is consistent with previous work in this field. Details of fall-related injuries and their treatment will also be captured. The number of patient admissions to the unit and the number of patient bed days (LOS for each patient) are collected routinely at each site. Participating sites will collate these data specifically for the time period of the study.

Demographic and clinical information are routinely collected for patients with rehabilitation care types and entered into the Quality of Care Register (a local health service administrative database). A raw output report will be provided by each participating unit for individual patients admitted during the trial period. These data include age, diagnosis, history of falls, admission living location and the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) which includes motor and cognitive items. Data are also collected on patients’ comorbidities and complications interfering with the rehabilitation episode. Although cognitive status on admission, measured with either the MMSE or the AMTS, is not routinely reported, sites have been requested to enter these data in an additional field.

Process outcomes will be measured aiming to identify any gaps in implementation of and adherence to the education process. These include surveying patients to measure whether they have increased levels of knowledge, awareness and self-efficacy to engage in their falls prevention strategies after receiving the education and surveying patients to evaluate their satisfaction with the education programme. These outcomes will be collected by research physiotherapists who provide the patient education on the unit.

Procedure
Falls data are prospectively collected by the research assistant on an audit basis at all eight sites throughout the trial period of 50 weeks. Falls events are also entered into hospital incident report systems by unit staff as part of usual unit practice. All sites start the trial in the control phase. Starting at week 10 and subsequently at each 10-week interval, two sites enter the intervention phase of the trial according to their randomisation. The data collected at each site therefore act as an individual site’s control conditions. All patients admitted to the unit are screened at admission and for those who meet the patient-level inclusion criteria the education is started in daytime hours from Monday through Friday, as soon as the patient is able to participate, that is, is medically stable. The research physiotherapist communicates with unit staff, including nursing and allied health staff, at each occasion of visiting the unit for updating individual patient-level strategies and any unit-level strategies noted to be required.

Statistical analysis
All analyses will be conducted on an intention-to-treat basis. The primary analyses will compare between intervention and control periods (1) the rate of falls (falls per 1000 patient days) using negative binomial regression, (2) the proportion of patients who experience one or more falls versus no falls using logistic regression and (3) the rate of falls resulting in injury using negative binomial regression. Each analysis will use patient-level data that will be clustered within ‘unit’. Preplanned subgroup analyses of patients who are classified as being cognitively intact versus cognitively impaired will be conducted. Cognitive impairment will be classified using the MMSE.
cut-off of less than 24/30. Best-subsets imputation will be used to calculate MMSE scores where missing, based on AMTS, FIM cognitive subscale, age and diagnosis category (including diagnosis of depression). Analyses that examine an intervention-by-time since the start of the intervention on that unit’ interaction effect will also be conducted to identify whether there was a cumulative unit-level effect of the intervention over time. This effect is plausible given the potential for the discussions held between patients and educators can be used to inform subsequent quality improvement efforts on the unit that will take time to manifest. Only data from patients admitted following the start of trial will be included, and the data will be censored at trial conclusion for patients remaining on the units after this point. Patients already admitted to the units at the point where the unit transitions from being a control unit to an intervention unit will have their data censored from the day prior to the start of transition. This is to avoid contamination of data analyses by patients who are exposed to control and intervention periods on their unit. All of these analyses will be adjusted for covariates of the FIM (motor and cognitive score), the number of comorbidities, age, gender and the rate of falls for the same time period from the previous year at the research locations.

The final primary analysis will be of differences in LOS on the unit between intervention and control periods. This analysis will only include data from patients who were admitted and discharged during the unit’s control period or intervention period. Patients who had their data censored at the conclusion of the control or intervention periods will not be included in this analysis of LOS. Linear regression analysis will be employed with patients clustered by ‘site’ with the dependent variable being examined for log (or other) transformation to improve the model fit (log transformations are often necessary given frequently observed skewed distributions of LOS data).

Secondary analyses will also be conducted comparing fall outcomes and LOS within individual units. An intervention-by-unit interaction effect will be investigated and random-effects metaregression of unit-level analyses will be undertaken to calculate the $I^2$ statistic, which describes the percentage of total variation across sites that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. A feature of the stepped wedge is that each unit provides control and intervention period data; this provides an opportunity to investigate the homogeneity of intervention effect using this method not readily afforded by other trial designs.

Power calculation

We have eight sites with an average of approximately 26 beds per unit and the observation period is 50 weeks. If we assume that the intervention will have an effect on the incidence rate of falls of 0.7 (30% relative reduction) and we use a two-tailed $\alpha$ of 0.05, and power of 0.80, and if we assume a rate of falls of 10/1000 bed days and a mean LOS of 20 days per patient, then we need 1485 patients in total in a standard RCT. However, the stepped wedge is a form of cluster randomised trial; therefore, we multiply the sample size by the design effect which=$1+(m-1)\times ICC$, where $m$=average cluster size and ICC is the intraclass correlation coefficient. Since we have eight sites with an average of approximately 26 beds per unit, if the mean LOS is 20 days then each unit would contribute an average of 468 patients over the year. The ICC from a previous falls prevention cluster-randomised trial from the rehabilitation wards was 0.002. Thus, the design effect is 1.6. Therefore, the total sample size required is 2409. If each site contributes 468 patients over the year, we will have 3744 patients in the trial which is greater than the 2409 required for a 0.7 effect size to have 80% power.

Economic analysis

Two forms of economic evaluation will be undertaken for this project: (1) an incremental cost-effectiveness analysis based on primary trial data; (2) a net benefit analysis based on modelling a broader roll-out of this programme using data arising from this trial.

An incremental cost-effectiveness analysis will identify the ‘cost per fall prevented’ from implementation of the Safe Recovery programme. This analysis will be taken from the ‘health service provider’ (WA Health) stakeholder perspective. The denominator in this ratio will be the difference in the rate of patient falls during the intervention period compared with the control period. The numerator of this ratio will be driven by costs associated with training staff to provide the Safe Recovery programme, implementing changes to usual care arising from feedback received while delivering the Safe Recovery programme and changes in LOS and hospital services provided to patients that are attributable to falls.

The costs of training staff to provide the Safe Recovery programme will be taken using market rates for this training ($A440 per participant inclusive of goods and service taxes) even though it is being provided in-kind for the present project. It is anticipated that this training will also take place during work hours for unit staff and that their roles will require ‘back-fill’ while undertaking this training. Thus, hourly wage rates with on-costs will be included as a part of training costs. These training costs will be divided by the mean number of patients seen by each staff member during the trial (though this is likely to be a conservative estimate of this cost given the short-term nature of the trial and the ability for these staff to provide the programme to patients after the trial has concluded).

Costs of providing the Safe Recovery programme will be derived from payments made to employ research physiotherapists in this capacity and the cost of purchasing digital video playing equipment and printing costs for patient’s workbooks. The cost of employing research physiotherapists to provide the Safe Recovery programme will include the hourly wage rate and additional...
on-cost calculations to cover additional employment expenses such as superannuation and annual leave entitlements. Research physiotherapists employed in this capacity record all time spent in activities related to delivering the Safe Recovery programme. Hence, the information collected by personnel providing the Safe Recovery programme will be able to be used to inform sensitivity analyses in this regard. The time of staff who do not provide the Safe Recovery programme will also be modelled in this analysis based on data collected during the trial. This will be estimated for when they are involved in activities, where they are discussing feedback received by the Safe Recovery programme provider, time spent forming a response to this feedback and enacting changes in practice in light of this feedback.

Costs associated with serious injury (such as hip fracture) with extended additional hospitalisation on acute wards and possible surgical procedures will be able to be followed up on a case-by-case basis since injuries as serious as this tend to occur in only approximately 2% of falls. Changes in LOS will be directly measured during this trial and valued using contemporary funding models that regulate payments to WA hospitals to ensure that the findings have direct applicability to health services. Other costs directly attributable to falls such as the provision of analgesic therapies or taking neurological observations have been found to have a much smaller impact on total cost per fall estimates and thus will not be directly measured in this trial.

Once all these relevant costs have been counted and valued, the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio will be calculated. Bootstrap resampling will be employed to construct a 95% confidence ellipse around this cost-effectiveness estimate and to perform acceptability curve analysis which will inform stakeholders as to the probability that the programme is less costly and more clinically beneficial to provide compared with usual care. Sensitivity analyses will be performed varying key cost input variables within clinically plausible ranges to identify areas that the main finding of the economic evaluation is sensitive to.

A net benefit analysis of broader roll-out of this programme will then be performed using a decision tree analysis approach. Potential roll-out to a range of hospitals (metropolitan, regional, remote) will be modelled using a net-benefit approach. Net benefit analyses calculate a dollar value of cost versus benefit to the stakeholder (in this case, WA Health) so that policymakers can accurately estimate the costs or savings they are likely to encounter with broader roll-out of this programme. These models will be largely based on data collected during the trial, though inclusion of data from other published sources and administrative databases, such as the existing rate of falls of other WA Health hospital sites, will also be undertaken. Key variables to be included in the decision tree analysis will be the rate of falls on wards to be targeted with future roll-out (drawn from WA Health data), the effectiveness of the intervention in preventing falls (drawn from the trial) and the cost per faller versus non-faller (drawn from the trial and from previous research).

**DISCUSSION**

This study is the world’s first effectiveness study of a falls prevention intervention in the hospital setting to build on the findings of an earlier efficacy trial. It is important that interventions developed and tested in controlled efficacy study environments are tested in real life, effectiveness studies so the generalisability of the original efficacy study findings can be known. As such, this trial will make a vital contribution to the evidence base for the prevention of falls in hospitals.

The Safe Recovery programme, that has demonstrated effectiveness in a clinical trial with individual randomisation, provided older patients with clear simple message and an action plan to use while in hospital. However, delivering this intervention to the whole unit in a real-life context may increase or decrease its effect and cost-efficiency. Qualitative studies have found that older patients who could recall receiving ward falls prevention information reported that they needed more consistent reminders, assistance and instructions. Other qualitative research has found that a participatory approach involving frontline staff, managers, researchers, staff, family members and patients can be feasible and helpful for developing strategies to prevent falls among older people in a geriatric rehabilitation setting. This intervention aims to provide older patients with high levels of knowledge, confidence and motivation to reduce their falls risk, and also to empower staff to ensure that patients understand the safety instructions and the procedures on the unit.

The unit-level implementation of this intervention using a randomised stepped-wedge design is likely to provide high-quality data to indicate whether this intervention can prevent falls, reduce LOS and save money from the perspective of health service providers. This design also allows for a novel investigation of intervention homogeneity by conducting a meta-analysis of unit-level data so that the I² statistic can be calculated. The inclusion of an economic evaluation from the perspective of the health service provider, to be conducted from data collected in this study and other sources, may be considered a strength of this investigation for informing future implementation of this intervention. It is anticipated that this investigation will yield findings that indicate whether unit-level implementation of this intervention is likely to be a dominant strategy (saves money and improves outcomes) and whether or not this is a cost-effective strategy. The outcome of the economic evaluation will likely be dependent on whether the intervention not only reduces falls rates, but also influences patient’s LOS. Changes in LOS have been found to be the key driver of costs in hospital-based falls prevention programmes. Although difficulty exists in attributing causation with regard to falling and LOS, it is likely that...
capacity exists to reduce LOS through preventing falls events in hospital.

The main limitation of the trial is that all collected hospital data are collected routinely in a central system and it may not be possible to find missing data or determine inaccurate coding. In addition, the research physiotherapists are not placed onto each unit in a full time capacity but are limited by the projected number of hours required to deliver the education. Therefore, not all eligible patients are guaranteed to receive the intervention. The unidirectional nature of the cross-over (from control to intervention) within the stepped wedge may mean that factors external to the trial (eg, the start of other interventions such as universal prescription of vitamin D, systematic changes to staffing profile, activities or patient casemix) have the potential to contaminate the trial results if they arise.

CONCLUSION

This stepped-wedge cluster randomised trial will generate translational data regarding the clinical use and cost-effectiveness of individualised patient falls prevention education when applied in a real-time clinical environment. The results will inform policymakers and ward-level approaches to falls prevention programmes, and if efficacy is maintained, or enhanced, in the clinical roll-out, will provide specific guidance in how to reduce falls in subacute units.
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